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Does Seasonal Reproductive State Affect the
Neuroendocrine Response of the Ewe to a Long-Day
Pattern of Melatonin?

Celia J. I. Woodfill,1 Nancy L. Wayne,2 and Fred J. Karsch3
Reproductive Sciences Program and Department of Physiology, University of Michigan,
Ann Arbor, Michigan 48109-0404

Abstract This study examined whether or not the reproductive response of female sheep to photoperiod
varies with seasonal reproductive state. The specific objective was to test the hypothesis that the
reproductive response to a long-day pattern of melatonin varies with the reproductive state of the ewe.
The response examined was the synchronization of reproductive neuroendocrine induction (rise in
serum luteinizing hormone, or LH) following nocturnal infusion of melatonin into pinealectomized
ewes for 35 consecutive nights. This infusion restored a pattern of circulating melatonin similar to
that in pineal-intact ewes maintained in a long photoperiod (LD 16:8). The ewes had been pinealectomized
and without melatonin replacement for 16-25 months prior to the study. They were in differing
reproductive states at the start of the infusion, as their endogenous reproductive rhythm had become
desynchronized among individuals and with respect to time of year. Noninfused pinealectomized ewes
served as controls. Regardless of the reproductive state at the start of the 35-day infusion of the long-
day pattern of melatonin, all treated ewes exhibited the same reproductive neuroendocrine response
after the infusion was ended. This consisted of a synchronized rise in LH some 6-8 weeks after the
infusion was terminated, the maintenance of a high level of serum LH for some 15 weeks, and a

subsequent precipitous fall in LH to a very low level. These results provide evidence that a long-day
pattern of melatonin can synchronize reproductive neuroendocrine induction in the ewe, regardless of
reproductive condition, and thus do not support the hypothesis that this response differs with seasonal

reproductive state.
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Many studies suggest that the response of photoperiodic seasonal breeders to a particular
daylength depends upon &dquo;photoperiodic history,&dquo; or the photoperiod experienced in the
animal’s past (quail-Robinson and Follett, 1982; voles-Horton, 1984; Lee and Zucker,
1988; Siberian hamsters-Hoffmann et al., 1986; Hoffmann and Illnerova, 1986; sheep-
Robinson and Karsch, 1987; Ebling et al., 1989; Syrian hamsters-Hastings et al., 1989).
For example, we have found that exposure to the same experimental photoperiod can produce
opposite reproductive responses (induction or inhibition) in female sheep, depending on
whether the previous photoperiod was longer or shorter than the experimental photoperiod
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(Robinson and Karsch, 1987). It is possible, however, that the reproductive response to a
specific photoperiod varies with the reproductive state, particularly in species that exhibit
circannual rhythms (various birds-Gwinner, 1986; rainbow trout-Duston and Bromage,
1988; sheep-Jackson et al., 1989). Thus, one limitation of our earlier study on photoperiodic
history in sheep relates to the possible confounding effect of differing reproductive states at
the time of exposure to the experimental photoperiod. It is difficult, therefore, to interpret
those findings definitively in terms of photoperiodic history.

The present study addressed the question of whether or not the response of female sheep
to a particular photoperiod differs with seasonal reproductive state. Specifically, we tested
the hypothesis that the reproductive neuroendocrine response to a long-day pattern of melatonin
varies with the reproductive state of the ewe. The study was performed on ewes that had
been pinealectomized 16-25 months previously. Pinealectomized ewes are unable to generate
a reproductive response to ambient photoperiod, and, with time after surgery, such ewes
exhibit differing reproductive states as individuals express circannual rhythms that become
desynchronized (Bittman et al., 1983b; Wayne et al., 1990; Woodfill et al., 1991). Such

reproductively desynchronous ewes, therefore, provide an experimental model in which the
influence of reproductive state can be evaluated in the absence of an influence of recent
photoperiodic history.

In the present study, pinealectomized ewes in different reproductive states were challenged
with nightly infusion of a long-day pattern of melatonin, and the ability of this treatment to
synchronize the onset of reproductive activity was monitored. We predicted that if reproductive
state affects the response of the ewe to a long-day pattern of melatonin, then ewes in different

reproductive conditions should respond differently to this melatonin treatment. On the other
hand, if this response does not depend on reproductive state, we predicted that all ewes
receiving the long-day pattern of melatonin would respond similarly.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

GENERAL

The experiment was conducted over an 11-month period (July 1988-May 1989) on 18 adult
purebred or predominantly Suffolk ewes maintained at the Sheep Research Facility near Ann
Arbor, Michigan (42°18’N). Initial ages were unknown, but ewes were sexually mature at
the start of the study. Ewes were kept outdoors and were physically isolated by at least
90 m from rams and other ewes in a separate paddock, to minimize social influences on
reproductive function. All ewes were maintained on fresh pasture supplemented with hay
during periods of frost and snowcover (approximately 5 months), and they had free access
to water and mineral licks.

The ewes were pinealectomized between June 1986 and March 1987, an average of 18
months (range 16-25 months) before the experiment (details in Wayne et al., 1990); a
modification (Dempsey et al., 1982) of the procedure of Roche and Dziuk (1969) was used.
Completeness of pinealectomy was assessed initially by examination of the excised pineal
and its removal site, and confirmed later by the absence of a nighttime rise in circulating
melatonin. Melatonin was infused intravenously into 12 of the 18 pinealectomized ewes at
night by means of a backpack infusion system described in detail elsewhere (Bittman et al.,
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1983a; Wayne et al., 1988; Woodfill et al., 1991). A cannula (inner diameter, 0.5 mm; outer
diameter, 1.5 mm) was inserted into the jugular vein and attached to a pump (Autosyringe,
AS-6MP, Hooksett, NH) programmable for time and dosage. The pump infused melatonin
(Sigma) dissolved in physiological saline at a rate of 44 f.Lg/hr for 8 hr a night, thus simulating
the melatonin pattern secreted by pineal-intact ewes on a long photoperiod (LD 16:8) (Woodfill,
1990).

Each ewe was ovariectomized at least 18 months before the study and treated from the
time of ovariectomy with a subcutaneous Silastic capsule packed with 3.0 cm of crystalline
estradiol-17P (Karsch et al., 1973). Just prior to the start of this study, a new estradiol
capsule was inserted in place of the old one. The implants maintain a serum estradiol
concentration (-3 pg/ml) intermediate to that in the luteal and follicular phases of the estrous
cycle (Legan et al., 1977). Seasonal reproductive condition was monitored by determining
changes in serum luteinizing hormone (LH) concentrations, which reflect shifts in neuroendocrine
response to the fixed negative feedback signal provided by the constant-release estradiol
implant. In this model, LH secretion in pineal-intact ewes varies from high levels (10-20
ng/ml) in the breeding season to very low levels (<0.5 ng/ml) during anestrus (Legan et
al., 1977; Karsch et al., 1989). This changing response to estradiol negative feedback
constitutes a primary neuroendocrine determinant of seasonal reproductive state (Karsch et
al., 1984; Legan and Karsch, 1979).

EXPERIMENTAL DESIGN

Figure 1 illustrates the experimental design. Of the 18 pinealectomized ewes, 12 were infused
with the long-day pattern of melatonin; the remaining 6 ewes served as noninfused controls
(saline vehicle not infused because this does not affect reproductive state; Wayne et al.,
1988). The infusion lasted 35 days (October 21-November 25, 1988), as previous work
indicates that 35 days of a long-day signal can evoke photoperiodic responses in female
sheep (Foster et al., 1988; Jackson et al., 1988). At the start of the infusion, ewes were in
different reproductive states, because pinealectomy 16-25 months earlier had disrupted the
photoperiodic response and caused the circannual rhythm to become desynchronized. Of the
12 experimental ewes, 4 were reproductively suppressed (low LH), 2 were in the transition

FIGURE 1. Experimental design to test importance of reproductive state on photoperiodic response.
Horizontal bars show time of experiment, with shading indicating 35 days of infusion of the long-day
pattern of melatonin (LD MEL). Ewes were pinealectomized (PINX) between June 1986 and March
1987, and were either treated with melatonin 16-25 months later (PINX + MEL) or not infused
(PINX CON). Number of animals is indicated by n.
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between inactivity and activity (LH rising), and 6 were reproductively active (high LH). Of
the 6 noninfused controls, 4 ewes were reproductively active and 2 were inactive when the
infusion started in the experimental ewes. Circulating LH was monitored for a period of 11 I
months, beginning approximately 3.5 months before the start of the melatonin infusion.

Radioimmunoassay of melatonin verified that the infusion maintained a 24-hr pattern
of circulating melatonin comparable to that in pineal-intact ewes on a long photoperiod (LD
16:8). Serum levels of melatonin during nights of infusion (362 ± 19 pg/ml) were not
different from the nighttime levels we observed in a group of pineal-intact ewes (355 ± 68
pg/ml; Woodfill, 1990).

SAMPLING AND ASSAYS

Blood (5 ml) was sampled by jugular venipuncture twice a week for assay of LH. Blood
for assay of melatonin was sampled every 2-4 hr for 24 hr on one occasion during the
infusion to verify proper delivery, and at least once before the experiment to verify completeness
of pinealectomy. Serum was obtained, processed, and stored as described elsewhere (Karsch
and Foster, 1975). LH was determined in duplicate aliquots (25-200 jjbl) of serum with a
modification (Hauger et al., 1977) of the radioimmunoassay of Niswender et al. (1968,
1969). Values are expressed in terms of a reference preparation supplied by the National
Institutes of Health (NIH-LH-S 12). The limit of detection (two standard deviations from
buffer control) averaged 0.43 ng/ml. The intraassay coefficient of variation (CV) for three
serum pools averaged 8.9%; interassay CV for these pools averaged 11.0%. Melatonin was
measured in duplicate 200-~1 aliquots of unextracted serum; a modification (Malpaux et al.,
1987) of the radioimmunoassay of English et al. (1986) was used. The limit of detection of
the melatonin assay averaged 8.0 pg/ml. The intra- and interassay CVs for 3 standard sera
averaged 7.0% and 13.4%, respectively.

DATA ANALYSIS

Changes in LH levels were identified with a modification of a cluster analysis algorithm that
identifies clusters of high, intermediate, and low circulating hormone values in which high
(low) clusters differ (p < 0.05) from neighboring low (high) clusters (Brown et al., 1988;
Karsch et al., 1989). Clusters identified by the algorithm were allocated to high and low
stages of LH secretion (clusters of intermediate values were divided equally into high and
low stages) and compared between groups with respect to timing and synchrony of the onset
and end of the high-LH stage.

Some of the ewes exhibited more than one LH rise during the 11-month period of
observation, because they were pinealectomized and thus expressed a circannual rhythm of
reproductive neuroendocrine activity (e.g., see Figure 2, ewe 6071, below). It was necessary,
therefore, to select a specific LH rise in each ewe for the purpose of testing the hypothesis.
Because the response to be evaluated was the synchronization of reproductive neuroendocrine
induction following infusion of a long-day pattern of melatonin, we selected the onset of
the high-LH stage following the date that the infusion was terminated in the melatonin-
treated ewes, and the start of the high-LH stage beginning closest to this date in the noninfused
controls. Differences in time of the LH rises and falls were evaluated by comparing calendar
dates of the start and end of the high-LH stage, using the Mann-Whitney U test (Zar, 1984).
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Differences in synchrony were analyzed by comparing within-group variability, using the
Levene test for the homogeneity of variance (Kotz and Johnson, 1982). Values were considered
significantly different if p < 0.05.

RESULTS

Representative patterns of serum LH are shown in Figure 2 for ewes infused with melatonin
and in Figure 3 for noninfused controls. Figure 4 summarizes the timing of the high- and
low-LH stages in each sheep as identified by the cluster analysis algorithm. As seen in
Figure 2, the long-day pattern of melatonin had two types of effects. The first effect was a
suppression of LH during the infusion in ewes exhibiting high levels when treatment was
begun (e.g., Fig. 2, ewe 6059). The second effect was synchronization of an LH rise after
the infusion ended. This second effect was the one we evaluated, because recent evidence

suggests that synchronization by long days is important to timing the annual reproductive
cycle of the ewe (Malpaux et al., 1989; Wayne et al., 1990; Woodfill et al., 1991).

The LH pattern of all ewes following the long-day infusion was the same. Regardless
of reproductive state prior to treatment, all 12 ewes showed an LH rise within 2 months
after the infusion ended (Figs. 2, 4). Onset of this high-LH stage was synchronous among

FIGURE 2. Representative serum LH patterns (on logarithmic scale) in pinealectomized ewes infused
with a long-day pattern of melatonin (MEL, shading). Horizontal black lines represent high-LH stages
that differ significantly from neighboring low-LH stages (p < 0.05; see &dquo;Materials and Methods&dquo;).
Animal identification number is given in upper left of each panel.
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FIGURE 3. Representative serum LH pattems in pinealectomized control ewes not infused with melatonin.
For further details, see Figure 2.

ewes, occurring 45 ± 3 days after the last day of treatment. LH remained elevated for 108 ±
7 days (mean ± SEM) and then fell back to baseline. Each of the noninfused controls ex-
hibited at least one shift between high and low stages of LH secretion.

A difference between the control and infused groups was observed with respect to both
date and synchrony of the high-LH stage (Table 1). With regard to synchrony, which is

reflected in the standard deviation of group means, the variability in timing of the reproductive
transitions was significantly less in melatonin-infused ewes than in the noninfused controls
for both onset (p < 0.01) and end (p < 0.05) of the high-LH stage. With regard to calendar
date, the onset of the high-LH stage also differed (p < 0.05) between the melatonin-infused
and control groups, although no difference was observed in the date the high stage ended
(Table 1). Furthermore, the timing of the high-LH stage in melatonin-infused ewes was
shifted by some 3-4 months compared to that observed in pineal-intact ewes of the same
flock maintained outdoors (Table 1), thus verifying a treatment effect.

DISCUSSION

In this study, we tested the hypothesis that the neuroendocrine response to a long-day pattern
of melatonin depends upon the seasonal reproductive condition of the ewe. For this purpose,
we employed an animal model in which the influence of reproductive state could be evaluated
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FIGURE 4. Summary of timing of stages of high LH (thick horizontal bars) and low LH (thin horizontal
lines) in each pinealectomized ewe treated with a long-day pattern of melatonin (PINX EWES + LD
MEL) and each pinealectomized ewe not treated with melatonin (PINX EWES). Hormone values in
high-LH and low-LH stages differed significantly (p < 0.05) as identified by a cluster analysis algorithm
(see &dquo;Materials and Methods&dquo;). Shaded area represents time of melatonin infusion. Animal identification
numbers are given on the left.

TABLE 1. Dates of Onset and End of the High-LH Stage in Ovariectomized
Ewes Treated with Estradiol Implant

a Values are mean ± standard deviation in days.
’Values for pineal-intact ewes over a 5-year period (1983-1988) in same flock as that
reported by Karsch et al. (1989). No statistical comparison made with other groups.
* p -- 0.05 vs. noninfused control.
** p -- 0.01 vs. noninfused control.
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in the absence of an influence of recent photoperiodic history. The fundamental assumption
underlying our study was that the experimental animals had effectively no recent photoperiodic
history because they had been pinealectomized for at least 16 months. This assumption
would appear valid, because pinealectomy eliminates the reproductive response of ewes to
photoperiod (Bittman et al., 1983b) and because our experimental ewes were reproductively
desynchronized at the start of the study, suggesting that any effect of photoperiod perceived
prior to pinealectomy had dissipated. We submit, therefore, that our experimental approach
enabled us to separate possible effects of reproductive state from those of photoperiodic
history. Using this approach, we have shown that reproductive state does not affect the
ability of infusion of a long-day pattern of melatonin (which mimics a long-day photoperiodic
signal) to synchronize reproductive onset. All treated ewes showed a synchronous rise in
LH approximately 1-2 months after the infusion ended, followed by a fall in LH some 3-
4 months later. Our findings therefore suggest that this response to the long-day pattern of
melatonin did not differ with reproductive state, and thus they do not support the hypothesis
that seasonal reproductive condition affects the response to a treatment that mimics a long-
day photoperiodic signal.

As mentioned in the introduction, interpretation of our earlier studies (Robinson and
Karsch, 1987) that examined the influence of photoperiodic history on the reproductive
response of the ewe to daylength is complicated by a potential confound of the effects of
photoperiodic history and of reproductive state. Our current observations facilitate the inter-
pretation of that study by providing evidence that the response to a given photoperiodic
signal may not differ with seasonal reproductive condition. This reinforces the conclusion
that photoperiodic history is an important component of the photoperiodic timekeeping
process of the ewe. It should be recognized, however, that the applicability of our findings
to studies of photoperiodic history is limited because we tested only one specific pattern of
melatonin (that mimicking a fixed long-day pattern) and evaluated only one reproductive
response, the synchronization of reproductive onset. Our findings, therefore, do not rule out
a differential sensitivity to other effects of long days, nor do they exclude an effect of
reproductive state on the response to other types of photoperiodic signals, such as short days
or a change in daylength.

Finally, it is of interest to consider our results in terms of photoperiodic synchronization
of circannual rhythms. Many long-lived species, including sheep, have an annual reproductive
rhythm that is synchronized by the annual photoperiodic cycle (Farner, 1985; Gwinner, 1986;
Woodfill et al., 1991; Zucker et al., 1991). Such a rhythm was manifested in the present
study as asynchronous changes in LH in the pinealectomized controls not infused with
melatonin. One way by which photoperiod could achieve synchronization would be for
various stages of the rhythm to be differentially responsive to environmental synchronizing
cues. For example, a particular photoperiod could advance or delay the rhythm, or could
have no effect at all, depending on the rhythm stage. Indeed, there is evidence to suggest
that exposure to the same photoperiod can have different effects, depending on the stage of
a circannual cycle (birds-Gwinner, 1971, 1973; Gwinner et al., 1988; fish-Duston and
Bromage, 1988; sheep-Jackson et al., 1989; Malpaux et al., 1989; squirrels-Lee and
Zucker, 1991). All of these studies, however, utilized animals with an intact photoperiodic
response system. The results, therefore, are difficult to interpret definitively in terms of a

stage-dependent sensitivity to photoperiod, because an influence of photoperiodic history
could not be separated from stage of the circannual cycle.
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It should be stressed that our current findings also cannot be interpreted definitively in
terms of circannual synchronization, because we did not monitor the long-term effects of
melatonin on the endogenous rhythm. Nevertheless, the strategy used in the present study
could offer a powerful approach for analyzing the importance of rhythm stage in the syn-
chronization of circannual rhythms. In this regard, it should be possible to test whether stage
of the rhythm at the time of a melatonin infusion into pinealectomized ewes influences the
ability of a specific melatonin pattern to cause a permanent shift in phase of the underlying
rhythm.

In summary, we have used the infusion of melatonin into long-term pinealectomized
ewes exhibiting desynchronous circannual reproductive cycles to test the hypothesis that the
response to a long-day pattern of melatonin varies with the seasonal reproductive state. Our
results do not support this hypothesis, because administration of the long-day pattern of
melatonin synchronized reproductive onset, regardless of the point in the seasonal reproductive
cycle at which this treatment was given. Our experimental approach enabled us to evaluate
the influence of reproductive state in the absence of an influence of photoperiodic history,
and it could prove to be a valuable strategy for evaluating the importance of rhythm stage
in the synchronization of circannual rhythms.
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